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Rock 'n' Roll Starchitects Dream in Tokyo
Bernardo: It's an honor to be in the same room with the great masters
Peter Cook and Toyo Ito, even more to lecture on my work. Thank
you.
[lecture]
[pause between the slide-show and the video of the Flight of Birds
building]
Bernardo: Yesterday walking in the forest of the Meiji Gardens and
Temples, under heavy storm I could finally, or only now, start to understand Frank Lloyd Wright's «boner» work, and second handedly Carlo
Scarpa schizo-frames of mind, that, for family reasons, I visit almost
monthly.
Among those crisp cut pieces of wood, metal, paper, stone, water,
shadows, smells and order sense (chiaro-scuro), peace and hence, emotion, appeared with an intensity only stopped by the sudden break of
a couple jerker tears, may be a need from the organism to exhort and
drug itself out (given jogging, eating or fucking at the moment where
slightly out of agenda, I guess).
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— Bernardo Rodrigues, sketch of Carlo Scarpa's Tomba Brion —
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So, Peter Cook, thank you Sir!.. for making me cross half the bleedy
world around to cry alone, lost in the dark and rain in a forest of electric blood and thunders in Tokyo... cool as a school girl.
Near the martial arts pavilion, where the leafless trees hold the giant
crows howling, the force of the wind brought to life a macabre
debauchery war dance of love and death between some Giacometti
nutters and a pair of those slim El Greco crack-heads.
In my head.
I smiled..
Finnaly a hint of perversion in this wonder pool of harmony, yoga
goodness & naiveté (will to save the world) stamped on the cheeks of
those savy westerner co-visitors.
[video]
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—Press is more —
Mr. Bernardo Rodrigues lecture poster
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[Follows a question by the mediator regarding form and the other
lecturers]
Bernardo: Well, all the architects here have showed very good work.
I'm impressed. But I want to talk about something else, maybe on
behalf on us all, regarding what Toyo Ito and Peter Cook both said this
morning on the freedom and joy this generation shows...
[pause]
Alvaar Alto once lectured in Venice, absolutely drunk, after three bottles of white wine. He got up and said: La professione di architectura é un
mestiere molto, molto, moooolto dificile, architecture is a profession very, very
veeeery dificult. Hundreds of people waited for hours and he said only
this. But he said ALL.
[pause]
Wondering around on the streets of Porto passers-by might think:
Wow, there goes the young architect, what lucky fucker... lectures in
Tokyo, projects in China, America, Samoa, Africa... He must lead an
international glam life of Sex, Drugs and Autocad...
[pause]
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— I'm the spacial one —
Revista Gingko, n.º 9, Dezembro 2008
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I look at them very seriously and say: How can you say that? For God's
sake... it's profoundly offensive! I don’t use Autocad, I use Microstation.
Apart from the twisted irony I guess we all here in this room leading an
architectural office know way too well the reality of our days. At best
we lead a life of Solitude, Creative Anguish, and, ok I'll give you that...
Autocad.
[pause]
Happens that in the thin line dividing that daily negotiation; Architecture or Suicide,... we have been choosing Architecture.
Thank you, all. Arigato. Rock 'n' Roll.

Bernardo Rodrigues, Tokyo 7–12–2008, presentation at New Trends of Architecture in
Europe and Asia-Pacific 2008–2010
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—Mr. Rodrigues at New Trends of Architecture in Europe and Asia-Pacific 2008–2010—

Bernardo Rodrigues (Ponta Delgada, 1972), arquitecto pela Faculdade de Arquitectura
da Universidade do Porto (1996) e Columbia University, New York (1999). Tem atelier
próprio no Porto desde 2001. Desde 2006 desenvolve em Harvard um plano para arquitectura sustentável com projectos na China e nos EUA.
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